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https://tinyurl.com/SpaceportVLA
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discovery
platforms

 JMU Libraries website
 OCLC
 JMU Library Catalog
 Virginia Heritage database

3

file
types

 HTML for website
 MARCXML for OCLC and JMU Library Catalog
 EAD XML with modifications for Virginia Heritage
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programming
languages

 XSLT
 Transform ArchivesSpace EAD into HTML, MARCXML, and modified
EAD

 Python
 Export ArchivesSpace EAD via API
 Run XSLT transformations
 Graphical interface

 User uploads a text file of collection
numbers and selects file types to
generate
 App retrieves EAD from
ArchivesSpace using API

1

app

 XSLT scripts perform
transformations

 Able to use ArchivesSpace as system of record
 Only takes seconds to format a finding aid for upload to discovery
platforms

Liftoff!

 99% decrease in time to produce Virginia Heritage EAD, compared
to hand-encoding
 Generate web pages for all 340+ collections in only 20 minutes

 Facilitated migration of all finding aid web pages to new CMS and
later implementation of Aeon requesting functionality
 More staff time to dedicate to standardizing description and
updating legacy finding aids

“Thankfully, hand encoding finding
aids is a distant memory at this
point! I can’t even imagine my life
without Spaceport.”
Tiffany Cole, Special Collections Archivist

“… Because it was so difficult and unwieldy
to make changes across platforms, much
of our description has languished for years
… Spaceport has changed all of that. We
are now much more able to uphold our
ethical obligations to the historical record.”
Kate Morris, Head of Special Collections

Spaceport
Code available at
https://github.com/frenchrb/
JMU_ArchivesSpace
frenchrb@jmu.edu
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